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Centri petal Forcemeets Gmuitatl0nAl f0lCg

When objects are in orbit, the
centripetal force that holds them

there is supplied bY gravitY.

G= 6.67 x 10'rr

U.r inq Unive r s al C r ov itat i o n

Calculate the gravitational force of attraction between two objects of masses
900 kg and 400 kg, placed with their centres 30 m apart.
(.Do this one accurate to two significant digits.)

Marvin The Martian (see above) is hovering in his 83 kg space scooter 36 m away
from the centre of the mother ship, which has a mass of 3.7 x 1Ofi kg. lf his
instruments register a 2.0 N gravitational force pulling him towards the mother ship,
what is Marvin's mass?

Cenffioelul Force

A 95 kg snowboarder carves a turn that would be part of a circle that has a radius
of 3.0 m at a speed of 9.0 m/s.
(a) What force is he subiected to during the turn?
(b) How many times greater than his weight is the force in (a)?

*Ihis would be the'g'value ie. 29, 39 etc.

An athlete needs a force of 153 N to spin a shot-put at a frequency of 0.90 c/s with
a radius of spin of 1.2 m.
Use this information to calculate the mass of the shot put.

PuttingThem Tosether

5. An astronomer observes the planet Jupiter and finds that t\e period of its moon lo
is 1.5 x 10s s. This moon has an average radius of orbit around Jupiter of
4.2 x 108 m. Using this data, catculate the mass of Jupiter.

6. A lunar iander is to be placed in orbit around the moon at a mean altitude of
100 km. What will the period be of the lunar lander?

7. Arrq$teroid has a mean radius of orbit of 4.8 x 10t' m.
What will its orbital period around the Sun be?

8. A spy satellite is located one Earth radii above the surface of the Earth. What is its
period of revolution? fiint: tJse the data about the rnoan on the chaft to help solve tfiis one.)

g. Mars has two moons, Phobos and Deimos (Fear and Panic, the companions of
Mars, the god of war). Deimos has a period of 30 h and 18 minutes and a mean
distance from the centre of Mars of 2.3 x 101 km. tf the period of Phobos is 7 h
and 39 minutes, what mean distance is it from the centre of Mars?

10. Use the data from the table about the Earth's orbit to calculate:
(a) the speed of the Earth b) the mass of the Sun
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